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Chairman’s Letter 
     We’re back and better than ever! The ERHC Newsletter 
makes its return after several years.  I’d like you to join me in 
welcoming the return of an old time classic newsletter with a 

modern twist. I also invite you either join us 
as a contributor to the newsletter, or provide 
us with tips and ideas for future articles.  
      The ERHC Newsletter is the result of the 
hard work of several members, all of them 
volunteers. Our newest member of the team is 
Andy Dutton. Andy has volunteered to lead 
this publication and serve as our editor. Many 
of you already know Andy; he has been a 
regular attendee at ERHC events for several 
years and I’m proud to work with him.  Ra-

ther than printing a dry recitation of each quarter's news, Andy's 
vision is to deliver informative, humorous, and thought-
provoking stories that readers will eagerly look forward to read-
ing. In this inaugural issue, you will find several articles from 
Andy and ERHC contributors Kim Barwick, Scott McFarland, 
and Pat Wagner. Andy is always on the lookout for contributors 
with an engaging, witty, or unconventional story to tell.  In par-
ticular, he is eager to print stories of "lessons learned" or "an 
obscure fact" that will arm the reader with useful knowledge or 
a new perspective.  Please don't be shy about contacting Andy 
if YOU have such a personal anecdote. He is happy to accept 
submissions, or help breathe life into your story if you are suf-
fering from writer's block.  Welcome aboard, Andrew! 

Michael Philbin 
Chairman 

     In popular culture, government investigators and regulators 
are often depicted as overzealous agents who enjoy intimidating 
the citizenry.  One of my favorite depictions of a government 
official on a power-trip is from "Die Hard' (1988), where an 
FBI agent more or less extorts a hapless electrical worker into 

shutting down the electrical grid that supplies 
power to a hostage site.  Of course, the tactic 
backfires and the FBI unwittingly aids the 
criminals in their heist.  
     In real life, the role of a government inves-
tigator/
regulator is 
far less ne-
farious.   In 
our industry, 
the most 

apparent benefit of regulation 
is that the flying public can be 
assured that their operator of 
choice is professional, well 
trained, and meets basic stand-
ards of safety.   But regulation 
also helps the operator, as 
well.  Regulatory enforcement 
ensures that every business 
engaging in  helicopter 
transport is on equal footing 
with any other provider.  If we 
are all subject to the same rules, no one enterprise has a com-
petitive advantage over another.    
     Nevertheless, the possibility of being "ramp checked" can be 
a source of anxiety for pilots...especially those who have never 

experienced one.    In light of that, we decided to gather up 
some stories and anecdotes from area pilots who were ramp 
checked in order to get some insight into what was asked of 
them, what phase of operations they were conducting at the 
time, and find out the extent and thoroughness of the inspec-
tion.    
     Fortunately, most of the accounts I collected were fairly 
uniform: inspections were straightforward, and the inquiry last-
ed only a matter of minutes.  In fact, the majority of the pilots I 
spoke to who had a "ramp check" story to tell described the 

experience mostly as a 
"nothing burger."  But there 
were a handful of interesting 
accounts where the ramp check 
resulted in a lesson that might 
be useful to know.     
     Before we get into those 
specific accounts, though, it's 
worth knowing what the FAA 
guidelines are concerning ramp 
checks.   While the specific 
regulatory framework of an 
FAA ramp inspection can be 
found in the FAA's voluminous 
"Flight Standards Information 
Management Sys-
tem" (FSIMS), publication 
8900.1, Volume 6, Chapter 1, 

Section 4 (for Part 91, it's Chapter 2 for Part 135), the Aircraft 
Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) has kindly reduced 
these instructions into something a bit more manageable 

(Continued on page 2) 

Ramp Checked! 

Andrew Dutton 
Newsletter 
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(Google "AOPA Ramp Checks" and you'll go right to their in-
formative page).   You probably already know the main takea-
ways, but they are worth review:   
     An FAA ramp check may occur when an inspector: 
1. Observes an unsafe operation in the traffic pattern or in the 
ramp. 
2. Is notified by ATC of an unsafe operation. 
3. Conducts normal surveillance. 
     The typical ramp inspection for most.....operations is during 
normal surveillance. The aviation safety inspector will usually 
present identification before conducting a ramp inspection. If 
you suspect you are subject of a ramp inspection and the indi-
vidual does not present identification, you may ask for it, and 
the inspector is required to present it. 
The check basically involves a review of the airman and the 
aircraft. The findings from both are usually noted on the FAR 
Part 91 Ramp Inspection Job Aid. 
     The inspector is not authorized to detain you if it means 
missing a flight or making an engagement. They may only keep 
you long enough to check the required paperwork. (from the 
AOPA website) 
     The personal accounts I collected mirrored the elements of 
the description above.  The pilots who were approached by an 
inspector were generally in a "quiet" phase between flights, and 
their passengers were never in the area during an inspec-
tion.  All of the inspection accounts that I collected occurred 
during daylight hours, at well known heliports and airports.   In 
all instances, the inspector identified himself (or herself) as an 
FAA official, and usually displayed their credentials on a lan-
yard around their neck.   Inspectors seemed to comply with the 

mandate that they not detain pilots for long periods, or interrupt 
their operations. In one instance, a pilot stated he was due to lift 
in a matter of minutes, and the inspector limited his inquiry to 
viewing the airman's certificate and medical.   
     The scope of inspections ranged from the most cursory 
check of pilot credentials, to a relatively in depth inspection of 
aircraft logbooks, required company publications (GOM, OP-
SPECS as applicable), aircraft registration, air worthiness cer-
tificates, and safety of flight equipment (fire extinguishers, first 
aid kit, life vests).  The shortest inspection lasted less than a 
minute; the longest was no more than 15-20 minutes.  One pilot 
who experienced a 20 minute inspection attributed it to the fact 
the inspector had an "apprentice" inspector accompanying him, 
and that the thoroughness of the inspection was more for the 
training benefit of the new hire. 
     Perhaps the most interesting account came from a 135 pilot 
who was inspecting a main rotor blade on the S-76 helicop-
ter.  The pilot wanted to check a specific component of the 
main rotor blade before going flying (this minor component had 
been previously written up and corrected for a routine 
gripe).  In order to properly view the component, the pilot need-
ed a step ladder.   While he was perched atop the step ladder 
and checking the component for overall integrity, an inspector 
approached him and asked "Are you a qualified A&P?"   The 
FAA inspector had assumed that the pilot had ventured beyond 
the airman role and into a mechanic's role.   As it turned out, 
this particular pilot HAD been an A&P in a previous life (what 
were the odds?), and while he didn't have the A&P certificate in 
his possession, he was able to satisfy the inspector by providing 

(Continued on page 3) 
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his A&P license number.  Fortunate for him, but it begs the 
question:  when does a pre-flight inspection cross the line and 
become an intrusive manipulation of parts and components that 
would require A&P certification?  I don't have the FAA "legal" 
answer to that question, but the general consensus among his 
fellow pilots was any visual inspection is fine; don't go beyond 
opening routine inspection panels; and it's probably a good idea 
to not carry a tool when conducting a pre-flight.   If any of you 
readers are well versed in this area, we'd love to hear from you! 
     The above account also got me thinking a bit more about the 
potential consequences of not having the required credentials 
(airman certificate and medical) in your possession.   One Mon-
day, about three years ago, I had a mild panic when I realized I 
had left both of those items at home.  I had spent the weekend 
rafting in Pennsylvania, and had carefully removed all of the 
"important" items from my wallet.   Exhausted and rushed on 
Sunday night, I forgot to repack these items.  After that, I de-
cided to at least carry a cell-phone photograph of these items.  I 
wondered, perhaps in futility, if "something that proves I'm a 
current pilot is better than nothing."   Maybe it's like a traffic 
stop and the inspector can do the equivalent of running my li-
cense plate.  That was one of several hypothetical questions I 
was hoping to pose to an FAA inspector for this article.   For a 
well rounded article, I also thought it would add value to inter-
view them for some other general comments regarding the in-
spection process:  

• What is the most common discrepancy?   

• How many are resolved on the spot?   

• Do you have inspection quotas?  

• Are there any plans to go "paperless" with pilot credentials?   

• Would the responsibility for an inaccurate or incomplete 

briefing card fall on the company, pilot, or both?   
     In preparation for this article, I reached out to 3 FAA offi-
cials at FSDO's in this region.   Unfortunately, I found them 
very reluctant to speak with me about ramp checks.  The pre-
vailing reaction seemed to be one of caution, as if an answer to 
any of these questions would constitute official policy.  For 
some of those questions, I was told I would have to submit a 
formal letter to the FAA where the matter would be deliberated 
prior to their issuing a legal finding.  When I foolishly tried the 
"well, just hypothetically speaking....," the sole FSDO official 
willing to speak with me flatly said, "We don't deal in hypothet-
icals."      
     My inquiry, however, wasn't entirely fruitless.  I did learn 
that recently (August, 2017), FAA FSDOs are now divided by 
their functional roles rather than their geographical locations.   I 
was told that the regulatory functions of the Teterboro FSDO 
are quite different from the Farmingdale FSDO.  It seems that 
FSDO Teterboro has very little (if any) role in the 
"surveillance" (FAA parlance for ramp check) of rotary wing 
operations less than 10 passengers.   Hence, if you get ramp 
checked in this area, it would most likely be by an official as-
signed to Farmingdale.   
     In summary, ramp checks really shouldn't be a big cause for 
concern.   If you are flying for any well established operator, 
you should know when your personal credentials are coming 
due for renewal, and your employer will be on top of their safe-
ty/first aid equipment and documentation requirements.  Hence, 
the most beneficial thing you can do right now to be best pre-
pared for an inspection is to know the exact location of your 
manuals, airworthiness certificates, registrations, and expiration 
tags on safety equipment...especially those items that you don't 
check on daily basis.    

  

Have you signed up for the member side of the website and email blasts,  

yet you still have not received our updates? Be sure to add  

ERHC-MailBot@ERHC.ORG  

to your Safe Senders and Contact lists to prevent the email blasts from  

going into your Junk Mail folder. 
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     It’s 1951, and Jean Ross Howard Phelan is only the 13th 
woman in the world to earn her helicopter license, after training 
with the Bell Helicopter School in Fort Worth, TX.  While she 
was training, Larry Bell himself would tease her, and call her a 
“whirly-girl”.  Jean and Larry had a mu-

tual respect for each 
other, such that when 
Jean and 12 others 
founded a group in 
1955 to support women 
in the helicopter indus-
try, they chose to honor 
Mr. Bell by naming it 
“The Whirly 
Girls” (although the 

less catchy International Women Heli-
copter Pilots is the more formal name).  
Howard Hughes was the group’s first 
benefactor.   
     Much more than a girl who whirled, 
Jean was a force to be reckoned with.  As 
founder and first president of the organi-
zation, Jean encouraged the establish-
ment of hospital heliports and the use of 
helicopters in emergency medical service 
that we so widely see today.  She and the 
other 12 charter members represented 
helicopter pilots from France, Germany and the United States.  
Each Whirly-Girl is assigned a number upon joining and for 
many years, that number correlated to how many women heli-
copter pilots were licensed around the world. 
 
Whirly-Girls today 
     62 years later, the name and the logo may still recall the 
1950s, but the mission is relevant to the new millennium.  
While women represent only 6% of the helicopter pilot popula-
tion, the Whirly-Girls are at the forefront of attracting women 
to the industry, then ensuring they have the best opportunity of 
succeeding in a profession that is still tilted heavily towards the 
incumbents (94% of whom are not women). 
     At first, I was a skeptic.  I saw myself as a professional pilot, 
not a 1950s yearbook photo, but the first time I attended Heli-
Expo and was introduced to the Whirly-Girls, I knew I had to 
become a member.  I was inspired to have found a group of 

extremely professional, highly motivated, exceptional women.  
I was a low-time Robbie instructor who was surrounded, wel-
comed and being mentored by other instructors, Search and 
Rescue pilots, chief pilots, fire pilots, EMS pilots and military 

veterans who all loved what they were 
doing. They also didn’t mind an adult 
beverage or two and a good laugh. Who 
wouldn’t want to be a part of that? 
     Today, there are more than 2000 reg-
istered members representing 47 coun-
tries. The organization’s goals include 
the promotion of women in the helicop-
ter industry through scholarship awards, 
mentoring, public appearances, press 
releases, magazine articles and informa-
tional displays in aviation museums, the 
exchange of information among pilots in 
helicopter aviation and promotion of 
community acceptance of rotorcraft 
through increasing public awareness of 
rotorcraft utility and versatility.  
     The Whirly-Girls Scholarship Fund, 
Inc. is a federally tax-exempt 501(c)(3) 
public charity, incorporated in 1974 to 
oversee and administer the scholarship 
funds raised by the Whirly-Girls and 
their supporters. This year 19 scholar-

ships were available for women in the industry, including two 
turbine transition courses, NVG, long-line training and two 
HEUT course offered by Survival Systems USA in Groton, CT. 

(Continued on page 5) 
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Michael Philbin, Chairman 

Eastern Region Helicopter Council, Inc. 
165 Western Rd  Kearny, NJ  07032 

Phone: (646) 459-4221 
Fax: (646) 459-4222 
mphilbin@erhc.org 

 
MEMBERSHIP 
www.ERHC.org     

Membership@erhc.org 

Whirly-Girls - 1950s Name, Modern Mission 

Jean Ross Howard Phelan- founder of the 
Whirly-Girls, Banquet 

Jeff Smith and Collen Chen at the 2017 Scholarship 
Banquet. 

Kim Barwick 
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     Give It A Whirl is an annual youth outreach program held 
before HeliExpo introducing children, and their parents, to the 
helicopter industry. Last year, Airbus and Bell Helicopters 
joined us at the Dallas Executive Airport 
and gave kids free helicopter rides and les-
sons in aerodynamics respectively. What 
better way to inspire future helicopter pilots 
than giving them a real taste of flight! 
 
Whirly-Girls and the ERHC  
     Members come from a variety of back-
grounds across pretty much every facet of 
the industry, from private pilots to experi-
enced aviators in the civilian sector to mili-
tary pilots including USAF Lt. Col. Jennifer 
Apuke, USCG Commander Evelyn Lynn, 
and Brigadier General Laura L. Yeager.  
     The northeast is well represented with at 
least twenty members dotted throughout the 
region ranging from student pilots like Tay-
lor Hughes based out of Elligton Airport 
(7B9) and Heather Howley, DPE and Owner 
of Independent Helicopters, to 2014 ERHC 
Pilot of the Year, Christi Brown and Cristi-
na Gonzalez Odriozalez, a NYC tour pilot 
and Whirly-Girls Board Member. Not to 
mention a few corporate pilots as well. 
     The Whirly-Girls appreciate the long-
time support from ERHC members who are Whirly-Girls or 
Associate Members. Jeff Smith is one of the Scholarship judg-
es. Jeff and Mike Philbin, both Associate Members, often grace 
us with their presence at the Scholarship Awards Banquets. The 
Banquet is held at HeliExpo to award the scholarship winners, 
and next year it will be in Las Vegas on February 25th. If you 

can’t make the banquet, join us at the social, networking event 
after the banquet at the roof top bar of the Spring Hill Suites, 
across from the convention center.  

 
Membership – join the mission 
     Rated female helicopter pilots can join 
and become a “numbered Whirly-Girl”.  
Associate Membership is an option for stu-
dent pilots, non-female rated pilots, industry 
professionals or individuals that support 
women in aviation or are interested in spon-
soring flight training by donating to the 
Whirly-Girls Scholarship Fund.  
     With connections in 47 countries and 
pretty much every aspect of the industry 
represented, Whirly-Girls is like a global 
oak tree branching out offering networking 
connections that are invaluable for anyone 
trying to navigate the industry. A good 
friend of mine often says “I may not be 
smart, but I know smart people.” This is 
what we do. We connect, we help, we en-
courage, we mentor, we learn, we grow. 
     In an article written for Rotor magazine 
titled Whirly-Girls: Mentoring, The Way It 
Should Be, Matt Zuccaro wrote “ profes-
sional, articulate and competent women pi-
lots, technicians, executives and owners 

have taken their earned place in our industry, and we are collec-
tively better for it.”  This is our mission nowadays.  
     We are not only improving the position of women in the 
helicopter industry, we are improving the position of helicopter 
industry with women. 
 

More information 
     If you would like more 
information, you can visit the 
website www.whirlygirls.org  
or follow us on LinkedIn: 
https://www.linkedin.com/
groups/1653137, Twitter: 
@whirlygirlsintl, Facebook: 
Whirly Girls and Whirly-
Girls International or Insta-
gram: whirly_girls_intl 
 
Kim Barwick 
     Kim Barwick (WG#1686) 
is a S-76 Pilot, based in the 
NYC area.  Kim is a member 
of the Whirly-Girls Board, 
filling the voluntary post of 
Scholarship Director.  Kim 
learned to fly in the NYC 
area and with Bristow Acade-
my in Louisiana, before 
building her time as an in-
structor and base manager 
with Mauna Loa Helicopters 
in Hawaii and a tour pilot in 
New York.  A native of Aus-
tralia, Kim and her family 
now live in New Jersey.  
 
Contact:  
kimbarwick@hotmail.com 

Christi Brown (WG#1721)- 2014 
ERHC Pilot of the Year                 

The new Millennials: L-R: Kelly Murphy (WG#2003), Ashley Brennan (WG#2001), Andrea 
Dunn (WG#2002), and Heather Howley (WG#1392). 

http://www.whirlygirls.org
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2017 ANNUAL MEETING 

Golf Outing at  
Old Orchard  
Country Club  

ERHC Annual  
Business Meeting  

Meet & Greet at 
the Ocean Place 

Resort 

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR  
WONDERFUL SPONSORS! 

 
PLATINUM SPONSORS 

LEONARDO HELICOPTERS 
CAE Simuflite 

FlightSafety International 
 

SILVER SPONSORS 
AirBus Helicopters Inc. 

Associated Aircraft Group 
Atlantic Aviation Metroport 

Fly Blade LLC 
Genesys Aerosystems 

HeliFlite Shares 
Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin Company 

 
BRONZE SPONSORS 

Air Pegasus   ●   Analar Corporation    
Helo Holdings, Inc.   ●   Hover-Views Unlimited, 

Inc.   ●   NYONair 
Saker Aviation    

Sound Aircraft Services Inc.  
 

SPONSORS 
Sterling Helicopters 

A special congratulations to those who won the Training Classes at the 
Awards for Excellence Banquet: Jamal Kilkenny (pictured) won the 
AW139 Initial Type Rating (donated by Leonardo Helicopters & 
RotorSim); Steve DeMeo won the S76 Driver Initial or Recurrent Course 
(donated by CAE Simuflite); and Chris Blanton won the Helicopter 
Instrument Refresher (donated by FlightSafety). 
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     Several years ago, towards the end of my military career, I 
was attending an inter-agency meeting where career military 
aviators and civilian policy makers were convening to hammer 
out some type of agreement which I don't really remem-
ber.  What I DO remember, however, was a strange, circular 

discussion I had with a respected aviator and 
policy maker who was well versed in both the 
civilian FAR's and the rough military equiva-
lent of the FAR's, called "3710" for the Navy, 
Marines, and Coast Guard.   
     As I was just starting the transition to a 
civilian flying career, I was only vaguely fa-
miliar with how a WAAS approach to LPV 
minimums worked (the Coast Guard aircraft I 
flew did not have WAAS).   Yet, despite my 
inexperience with WAAS, I could easily dis-

cern that a WAAS LPV approach featured a GPS/WAAS chan-
nel-generated approach course with vertical guidance.  In al-
most every respect, it seemed like an ILS approach, right down 
to a missed approach point that was defined by a "decision alti-
tude."    
     So I remember asking this respected authority: "Do you log 
an LPV approach as a Precision, or Non Precision?"   In part, I 
was asking this because aviator logbooks and electronic data-
bases (like FOS) limit you to that dichotomy....it's an "either" 
"or" proposition, and its implications can be important.  The 
logging of a precision or non precision approach affects train-
ing minimums, and the presence (or absence) of a precision 
approach can affect flight planning, particularly with respect to 
the selection of an IFR arrival alternate.   
     The official looked me up and down, and decided to employ 
the Socratic method with me: "Well, does the FAR-AIM list an 
LPV as an accepted precision approach?" 
     "No, it does not.  But the FAR-AIM specifically excludes 
LPV in its exhaustive description of non precision approach-
es.  In essence, it neither a precision or non-precision." 
     "Well you can't log it as a precision," he continued.  "It is 
notably absent." 

     I continued, undeterred, "Using your logic, you can't log it 
as a non precision either." 
     This Kafkaesque discussion went a few more rounds before 
both of us retreated to or seats, each of us unsatisfied with the 
other.   For clarification, there are really THREE types of ap-
proaches in the FAR-AIM:  Precision (PA), Non Precision 
(NPA), and the elusive and lesser known "Approach with Verti-
cal Guidance" (APV). (see figure 1) 
     In the intervening years, I have logged the occasional 
WAAS approach to LPV as a precision approach.  Mea Cul-
pa.  My reasoning was that an LPV, in nearly every respect, 
mimics an ILS approach.  It is a category unto its own, but giv-
en only two choices, it seems to fit a precision approach with, 
dare I say, more precision.  Just to be sure all my bases are cov-
ered, I fly plenty of ILS approaches every 6 months to ensure I 
meet the requisite minimums.   
     Recently I came across an article that may help clear up the 
mystery and dilemma.  The FAA's official publication "Airline 
Transport Pilot Practical Test Standards for Helicopter" (FAA-
S-8081-20, published 08/1998, revised 07/27/2016) states the 
following:  (see figure 2) 
     I would prefer to see that important note in section 5-4-5 of 
the AIM, but the ATP PTS certainly qualifies as an authorita-
tive source.  So, to the no-nonsense official I spoke with who 
would not bend or yield on this obscure point, I've untied the 
Gordian Knot.   
 
You're welcome. 

HANGAR TALK: 
How do YOU log a WAAS LPV approach? 

figure 1 
 

7. TERPS criteria are provided for the following types of 
instrument approach procedures: 
 

   (a) Precision Approach (PA). An instrument approach 
based on a navigation system that provides course and 
glidepath deviation information meeting the precision 
standards of ICAO Annex 10. For example, PAR, ILS, and 

GLS are precision approaches. 
 
  (b) Approach with Vertical Guidance (APV). An instru-
ment approach based on a navigation system that is not 

required to meet the precision approach standards of ICAO 
Annex 10 but provides course and glidepath deviation in-
formation. For example, Baro-VNAV, LDA with glidepath, 
LNAV/VNAV are APV approaches. 

 
  (c)  Nonprecision Approach (NPA). An instrument ap-
proach based on a navigation system which provides 

course deviation information, but no glidepath and devia-
tion information. For example, VOR, NDB and LNAV. As 
noted in subparagraph k, Vertical Descent Angle (VDA) on 
Nonprecision Approaches, some approach procedures may 

provide a Vertical Descent Angle as an aid in flying a stabi-
lized approach, without requiring its use in order to fly the 
procedure. This does not make the approach an APV pro-
cedure, since in must still be flown to an MDA and has not 

been evaluated with a glidepath. 

figure 2 
 

C. TASK: PRECISION INSTRUMENT APPROACHES 
 
REFERENCES: Part 61; AC 61-27; Pilot’s Operation Hand-

book, RFM, AIM; Instrument Approach Procedure Charts. 
 
NOTE: Two precision approaches must be accomplished in 
actual or simulated instrument conditions. 

 
NOTE: If the installed equipment and data base is current 
and qualified for IFR flight and LPV approaches, an LPV 
approach can be flown to demonstrate precision approach 

proficiency if the LPV DA is equal to or less than 300 feet 
HAT. 
 
NOTE: For a multiengine helicopter, at least one manually 

controlled precision approach must be accomplished with 
a  
 
   2-15             FAA-S-8081-20 

Andrew Dutton 
Newsletter 
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     At the conclusion of my semi-annual FAA medical renewal 
in November, I asked my A.M.E. (Dr. John Dellorso, Newark 
Airport Medical Office) if there was any 'big news' to report in 

the field of aviation medicine.  He said, "yes, 
actually, there is!"  He informed me that all 
federally regulated fields of transportation 
(rail, trucking, maritime, aviation) were going 
to be affected by new, expanded drug screen-
ing procedures effective January 1, 
2018.   With opioid abuse and addiction 
alarmingly high, and affecting nearly all seg-
ments of the population, the DOT recognized 
that there were significant gaps in its ability 
to screen for many synthetic prescription 

drugs that are addictive and subject to widespread 
abuse.   Whereas drug screenings of the past probably would 
not have detected commonly known pain pills such as Percocet, 
Vicodin, Percodan, (and too many other synthetic opoids to 
list), the new screening procedures will now detect these sub-
stances.  If you have ever had surgery, you may have been pre-
scribed these types of medicine for a short period of time.  Go-
ing forward, pilots should be especially vigilant about docu-
menting their prescriptions, asking their provider questions 
about a drug's effect on the body, and be certain of the required 
time between the last dose and taking the controls of an air-
craft.  If in any doubt, consult your A.M.E. and document your 
discussion.   
 

The scope of your random drug screen-

ings will expand significantly in 2018 

Safety Trends at the Three NYC Heliports 
    Ten years ago I completed a Coast Guard career and was 
fortunate to immediately land a job with a Part 135 S-76 opera-
tor in the NYC metro area.  After years spent flying offshore 
and operating off pitching and rolling flight decks I figured 
flying “suits” in and out of the NYC heliports would be a cushy 
gig with a shallow learning curve.  That confidence was defi-

nitely misplaced. 
     My commercial helicopter aviation career 
began with a few hours of computer based 
training followed by five flight hours in an 
unfamiliar machine.  Before I could take anoth-
er breath, someone with signature authority 
waved a pen and I was an SIC assigned to the 
line.  Even still, I strapped in for that first 135 
flight suffering the delusion that mastering 
operations at the NYC heliports would be a 
low bar to get over.  My confidence soon 
waned and ego shriveled the first time I rolled 
final at 6N5 with the sun setting in the middle 
of the wind-

screen and a spot assignment 
between two other spinning 
disks.  As my seat cushion 
scrunched up and began to 
disappear upward I fully real-
ized I’d signed up for a high-
ly challenging job.  Although 
I was blessed with over two 
decades of helicopter experi-
ence, and sitting next to an 
NYC experienced Captain in 
an aircraft with two turbine 
engines, my task saturation 
warning light was fully illu-
minated.  It would be a solid 
two years under the mentor-
ship of some long time NYC 
S-76 drivers before I ap-
proached a reasonable level 
of confidence operating 
around the hornets’ nests 
surrounding the heliports.   

     Now a decade later having conducted hundreds of landings 
and takeoffs from the city’s three major  heliports, the biggest 
challenge is to not to let those operations become routine.  The 
NYC metropolitan aviation environment is abundant with risks 
and new challenges.  Assessing, processing and mitigating 
those risks is how we earn our keep.  With the exception of our 
EMS brothers and sisters working unprepared LZs, heliport 
operations arguably present NYC helicopter pilots with the 
highest risk exposure.  Considering the thousands of takeoffs 
and landings conducted at the heliports, the safety record is 
remarkably clean; but not unblemished.   
     An examination of the NTSB Aviation Accident database 
reveals some common threads running through mishaps related 
to pilot human factors (excluding mechanical malfunctions and 
maintenance related human factors) at or in close proximity to 
the heliports.  This short article is in no way an attempt to criti-
cize the pilots involved but only an effort to make sure the les-
sons are learned.  One caveat:  I am definitely not a research 
expert.  I gave an honest effort to comb through the NTSB data-

base, but it’s possible I 
missed one or more reports.  
For those interested in read-
ing more details I provide the 
NTSB report number for each 
mishap mentioned. 
     Heliport reportable acci-
dents:  The database revealed 
only one reportable accident 
at JRB since 2000.  The 
NTSB determined the 2005 
incident (NYC05FA099) was 
the result of the pilot attempt-
ing a takeoff with unfavorable 
winds while over maximum 
allowable gross weight.  Dur-
ing this time period the NTSB 
database also indicated two 
accidents at 34th Street. .  A 
2005 S-76 accident 
(NYC06CA009) was attribut-
ed to the aircraft’s high gross 

(Continued on page 9) 
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weight, settling with power, and the “crew’s failure to accurate-
ly assess the winds.”  After a 2011 Bell 206 accident 
(ERA12MA005) at 6N5 the NTSB determined the accident was 
the result of a loss of tail rotor effectiveness suffered during a 
right downwind pedal turn with an aircraft over maximum 
gross weight.  The common thread that runs through these three 
incidents is improper or insufficient pre-flight performance 
planning.    
     West 30th Street Heliport on the other hand seems to have 
an entirely different accident trend through the last 17 years - 
collisions with fixed obstacles.  There have been at least four 
reportable incidents or accidents at JRA since 2000 according 
to the NTSB database.  The first occurring in 2002 
(NYC02LA083) when a Bell 206 struck a curb at the edge of 
the helipad.  The next in 2005 (NYC06CA009) when an S-76’s 
tail rotor blades struck the heliport boundary fence.  In 2008 
(ERA09LA020) another S-76 crew suffered an identical acci-
dent.  Both fence strikes occurred during hovering pedal turns.  
Also in 2008 the tail skid of an AS355 (NYC08IA145), during 
a hovering pedal turn, struck the main rotors of an aircraft turn-
ing in an adjacent spot.   
     Again I am in no way trying to impugn the integrity or the 
airmanship of our colleagues involved in these incidents.  What 

long time helicopter pilot can look back and not see at least one 
moment of flawed aeronautical judgment?  I know I cannot.  
Fortunately most of us don’t bend any metal and just fly away 
with an elevated heart rate and a lesson learned.  However if 
you examine these cases it seems clear we haven’t learned the 
lessons.  My early S-76 mentors provided me with some rules 
of thumb that serve me well to this day:   

 If I don’t have the power to hover out of ground effect, I 
have no business departing a heliport.  If an unexpected 
passenger or passengers show up and it eats into that power 
margin, I can’t succumb to the pressure to continue.  I’ll 
take a verbal beating if I have to, but passengers will be left 
behind or I will burn some fuel off before departure. 

 I always take the opportunity to ground taxi for a straight 
out departure at 6N5 when it’s available, even if it means 
holding my position until the aircraft in an adjacent spot 
departs. 

 NO hovering pedal turns at JRA.  In fact that has become 
SOP at the last two companies I worked for.  How many 
fence strikes can we suffer at JRA before the heliport’s 
existence is threatened more than it already is?  More im-
portantly the proximity of both pedestrian and vehicle traf-
fic to that fence demand our utmost caution.  I land and 

ground taxi for a straight out departure 
when I can, but absolutely no hovering 
pedal turns. 
     Some or all of this may run counter 
to how some of you operate at the heli-
ports.  If there are SOPs out there that 
mitigate NYC heliport risk that I have-
n’t mentioned, I sure want to hear 
them.  Hopefully this will generate 
discussion and ramp up awareness of 
heliport accident history.  Questions, 
comments, disagreement are all wel-
come.   

2018 Meeting Dates 
 
 

Member’s General Meeting 
January 17 at Hanover Marriott, NJ 
Cocktails at 1800, Meeting at 1900 

 

Fly Neighborly Kickoff  
March 21 at 0900  

Melville Marriott, Long Island 
 

Member’s General Meeting 
May 9 at Hanover Marriott, NJ 

Cocktails at 1800, Meeting at 1900 
 

Annual Meeting 
Ocean Place Resort, Long Branch, NJ 
Sept 14: Golf Outing and Bonfire on 

the Beach Meet & Greet 
Sept 15: Meeting and Awards for 

Excellence Banquet 
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     At a recent Board of Directors meeting I expressed my frus-
tration about how we represent ourselves as an industry. With 
the nature of my work with the Eastern Region Helicopter 
Council (ERHC) I get to meet a lot of you and I get many calls 
from perspective employers and applicants. I like to give real 

life suggestions and advice. I believe that it’s 
the obligation of those that have traversed 
the industry and landed their perfect job to 
help others do the same. I also believe that 
we should be the most professional organi-
zation there is, the one that meets the wizard 
and not the one that has the house falls on 
their head.  
     Since the oil and gas crash several years 
ago, the helicopter industry has had several 
shifts on  how it does business. The fixed 
wing community, which was immune to 
most of the Gulf debacle, has seen the pilot 

shortage become a reality while the helicopter industry has seen 
opposite effects. I cannot speak for the entire helicopter indus-
try, but I consider myself well versed in the helicopter world of 
Northeast America. I have seen numerous flight departments 
downsize, shed off their heli-
copter assets or close entirely. 
Many have even ventured 
into the fractional/
management companies. I 
have seen some really good 
rotorheads that have left with 
no other choice but to leave 
the area to find work in other 
parts of the country or suit up 
for the lucrative though demanding international jobs in the 
Middle East. Also impacting our region is the continuous attack 
of our operations by anti-aviation organizations. Noise is a 
problem, we make it and they don’t like it. We continue to try 
to find the common ground and be relieved. This article isn’t 
about that but simply a reminder that the impact it has had on 
operations and therefore jobs. Nonetheless we are coming to the 
end of our good friends called the “Vietnam Era pilots.” 
Though most have retired, we still have a few that are still em-
ployed or are soon to retire. What this means for us is that occa-
sionally and without a lot of notice, a job opening appears. We 
have also had new start-ups that hire two and three pilots at a 
time. The long and the short of it is that although we are behind 
in entering the pilot shortage frenzy, jobs are still only coming 
available sporadically.  
     When I joined the ranks of the industry in the NE, I was a 
fresh out of the Army Bell 206 driver with absolutely “0” New 
York experience. Back then the succession was Tours, Charter, 
fractional/twin charter, and then Corporate. I was told to work 
hard and be quiet and one day I could work in the best jobs of 
the NE - Phillip Morris or Bristol Myers. All I needed was to be 
current in the Sikorsky and have “New York” time. The tide 
has turned since then. The entry level air tour jobs are not as 
plentiful since that segment has been decimated by restrictions 
and limitations. You now see pilots in tour, ENG and light 
charter companies staying in those positions much longer than 
the former shelf life. For a large portion of our pilot pool, status 
quo is muy bueno. For many, the importance of a regular 
schedule has become more important than the desire for status 
within the industry. Quality of life (QOL) has become the sin-
gle driving factor amongst many young pilots and is often the 
deciding factor of whether to move up or stay where they are. 

How do I know? I got shot with both barrels one day when I 
had the opportunity to help a tour/charter pilot get a position at 
one of the fractional/charter companies. The pilot slept on it 
and responded back with a very polite “no thanks.” Reason 
why? QOL! Not “money,” not “twin time” not “IFR” time even 
though these are still to prerequisites for entering the kingdom 
of the mighty corporate jobs. I could not believe what I had 
heard. Everything that I had been told and had also despised 
about our industry had become obsolete. I was so proud of this 
pilot and still am. Their positive outlook on the job they were 
doing and how they had made a happy life from it was so en-
couraging in a time when there are few positions available. 
     Then there is the rest of the pool that does want to advance 
who are simply looking for the next job. Maybe their current 
position doesn’t give them what they consider a good QOL. 
That’s fine. I had the same drive and roadmap when I came 
here 21 years ago. Refer back to the doom and gloom I started 
this article with about no jobs. Remember I said we had a few 
startups. With those startups and the ever-increasing size of our 
fractional/charter companies the NE is net positive on pilot job 
growth. The summer months bring on so much demand that our 
brothers in the Gulf put their hat in the ring. The arrival of 

crowd sourcing in our com-
munity has increased the de-
mand for operations and oper-
ators. I have even seen air 
tours being done with a high-
density seating twin, some-
thing I have not seen since the 
island days back in 1997. 
There are jobs out there, the 
question is are you ready for it 

and are you marketing yourself correctly. Everyone has their 
two cents for success in landing your next job, here are mine. 
     First, I have long said that pilot lounges were a great place 
for “hangar talk.” A place where pilots can share ideas and ex-
periences. Unfortunately, it has since become an area of sharing 
grievances and complaints, usually about the companies they 
work for. I have had many experiences in management and 
hiring people. The number one job killer is attitude. Being a 
pilot is an ornate prerequisite to getting a pilot job, a good atti-
tude is an absolute paramount quality to a flight department. 
Therefore, when a prospective hirer hears incessant bitching 
about duty hours, flight times, schedule changes or personality 
issues they are immediately turned off from that pilot even if 
they empathize with their situation. No one wants a bad attitude 
in their flight department. If you need to vent, which we all do, 
do it outside of the people you work with or around. Your posi-
tive and your negative energy follows you, so keep it positive.  
     Secondly, don’t be blinded by your own situation so much 
so that you don’t do fact checking about the job you are apply-
ing for. The first thing most people want to know is “how 
much” when they should be asking “how many.” 140k is a 
great leap for somebody that makes 90k, but the joys of that 
pay increase will wear off quickly if you find out that you are 
one of only two pilots on an aircraft that flies 300 hours a year. 
Everybody must understand that people that have helicopters 
use or plan their trips based off their own schedules, not their 
pilots. Don’t leave a job that you feel is hard on your family 
only take a job for a pay increase with a more demanding flight 
schedule.  
     Thirdly, use your networks effectively. I will not pretend 
that “who you know” isn’t a big part of getting the next job. 

(Continued on page 11) 

We are off to see the Wizard... 
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     Well, the blades were shut down for a time, but we are back 
now!  For all of the new arrivals in the Northeast corridor,  
welcome to the ERHC newsletter article “As the Rotor Turns.”  
We welcome you to call me with any and all events, happen-
ings, promotions, births, retirements, new operations, etc. that 

you may want to share with the Eastern Re-
gion membership.  You can reach me at 
Metroport in person, at  
patricia.wagner@AtlanticAviation.com or 
212-889-2551 for any news you would like 
me to include in the quarterly newsletter.   
     First, hats off to Andrew, Mike and Lau-
ren who brought this back to life.  There is 
lots of news to share and useful information 
that will come in handy when you need it 
most.  

     Now to the gossip:  So, there are lots of you I do not know, 
new faces, new companies and everyone seems so young! Ha-
ha, that’s what happens when you stay here as long as I have. 
Our most recent summer activity was a testament to the growth, 
demand and innovation that of our industry in the northeast 
area.  Some of the new businesses that have added to that inno-
vation are: 
     Blade: the helicopter phenomenon is based here at Metro-
port, with presence at West 30th Street and the 23rd street Sea-
port. What a summer we had, phew!  Crazy busy and who knew 
that there were so many rich millennials with Hampton homes?  
Top that off with AAG, HeliFlite, and all the corporate growth 
it was a big summer over all.  Some things that changed over 
the past few years are:  
     We lost a few flight departments, FL Aviation and Wayfar-
er.  We gained a few more; Jet Aviation manages an AW139 
out of Teterboro staffed by Phil Arno, Tony Spero and Dave 
Gibbs; there is a new S76 operation out of Bedford, Massachu-
setts staffed by pilot Robert Hirt; and a new 139 operation 
again out of Massachusetts staffed by Sam Estall.  
    Congratulations are in order for: 

 Joe Perchinelli, now flying a Twinstar with Tudor Jones.  

 Glen Daley, now flying the S92 out of TEB. 

 Roy Friedman, now flying an AW139 with ROP Aviation. 

 Alex McIntosh, now flying an S76 with Citi Flight. 

 Paul Bertuglia now flying an AW139 with Duquesne Avi-
ation. 

 Along with that we say “Roger That” to some Retirees: 

 John Fagan, AAG 

 George Smiley, IBM 

 Steve Turner, CSC Transport 

 Bob Frauenthal, Duquesne Aviation 

 Chip Harper, Tudor  

 Jim Smirker, Tudor (Citiflight) 

 John Lund, Fanatics  

 Ward Gill, Wayfarer 

 Wayne Bailey, Pfizer 
     Please contact me with your new hire or new staff on board 
with your operation.  I would love to announce and welcome 
them to the ERHC family. 
 
New Business  
     Metroport in concert with Tyson Mowry NJ State Police are 
putting together the 6th Emergency Response Drill here in late 
April or early May (TBD). 
     There has been a renewed interest in the drill so that partici-
pants can observe updates of best practices and procedures for 
all operators that use the three Manhattan heliports.  We plan to 
have a full day of fun and learning with sponsorship from our 
local agencies: FDNY, NYPD, FAA, Harbor Patrol, EMS and 
supporting participation from YOU! More to come on that…   
     Take the time to make sure your company /personnel/ opera-
tion is fully vested in the ERHC membership. This is a vital 
part of our success and reputation for continued commitment to 
excellence in operations and safety. 
 
Heliport Updates: 
     West 30th street JRA – Air Pegasus is currently in a hold 
over permit with the Hudson Park to operate on a month to 
month.  A Request for Proposal (RFP) will be issued (TBD) to 
include a continuation of the heliport in its current location, but 
the terms and conditions are pending.  Blade is a tenant at West 
30th Street and operates flights to several destinations. More to 
come…. 
     Downtown Manhattan Heliport – JRB Saker Aviation is 
busy, busy, busy. January 2017 began the cap on operations for 
sight-seeing and this has impacted the total number of opera-
tions at Wall Street.  Air Tour Operators are looking at different 
options to fill the gap with new model helicopters, quiet tech-
nology, and new variety of services for helicopter travel and 
use. 
     Atlantic Aviation Metroport – 6N5 is also coming up on an 
RFP; EDC just extended our contract for another year through 
2018 as they prepare the Proposal .  Blade has been a tenant for 
5 years now and they continue to expand their operations, cur-
rently partnering with Delta Airlines for passenger transport 
with TSA clearance from Metroport.   
     Kearny Heliport is expanding with another new hangar to 
supplement what is currently there; very exciting for local oper-
ators as the heliport is so close to NY, it is a perfect location to 
base. 
     Hope to hear from you all, please give me a call or stop in 
and say hello. 

Patricia Wagner 
Heliports 

As the Rotor Turns: Welcome Back Edition 

That’s why every time someone asks me how to get their name 
out there I tell them to join the ERHC and come to our meet-
ings (there is my one and only plug for the ERHC). Unbelieva-
bly, 1/3 of you do attend and the others don’t and wonder why 
it’s not working. Do not abuse your networks. Though persis-
tence is important, there is fine line between that and annoying. 
Show confidence but do not be over confident. I have found 
that most pilots know 50% of the other pilots very well, and 
they don’t anything about the other 50%. You must branch out 
and get acquainted with the other half. Most job interviews 
come from recommendations. Most pilots that have been doing 

this a long time are more reluctant to recommend other pilots, 
even their friends, because their recommendations have burned 
them. I have seen friendships ruined by it.  
     Lastly, and pardon my French, don’t be an ass. If you are 
having a hard time getting an interview, keeping a job, or even 
feel that you are mistreated at work - take a self-assessment. 
Sometimes there are minor tweaks that can fix those problems 
and sometimes this job isn’t for everybody. No harm, no foul. 
Everybody should be happy in a happy work environment.  
     I wish everybody a happy and healthy New Year. I hope 
2018 brings every one of you safe flying and a wonderful quali-
ty of life.  

(Continued from page 10) 
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